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Mechanochemical reactions of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate (BDC^2−) and lanthane carbonate, Ln_2(CO_3)_{2−x}xH_2O (Ln = Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb) yield phase pure lanthanide coordination polymers, (Ln_{0.5}Gd_{0.5})_2(1,4-BDC)_3(H_2O)_4 with Ln = Sm, Eu, Tb, which are isostructural with Tb_2(1,4-BDC)_3(H_2O)_4 as confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction and vibrational spectroscopy. Upon excitation with UV light all three compounds show strong emissions, characteristic for the respective optically active lanthanide ion, namely, red for Eu^{3+}, green for Tb^{3+} and orange-red for Sm^{3+}. In case of the Tb^{3+}-containing compound, the energy difference between the triplet energy level of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate ligand (BDC^2−) allows for the most efficient BDC^2−–Tb^{3+} energy transfer. As a consequence, an intense green luminescence with rather long lifetime (0.81 ms) and high quantum yield (22%) is observed after allowed excitation of the BDC^2−ligand. The compounds are paramagnetic with no onset of long range magnetic ordering down to liquid He temperatures.

Introduction

The synthesis of luminescent metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) with high fluorescence intensities, lifetimes and quantum efficiencies continues to be a challenging task.1 However, such materials are of interest for a number of applications such as organic light emitting diodes,2 fluorescent lighting,3,4 luminescent probes for medical imaging,5 luminescence thermometry,6 chemical sensors,7 and molecular magnetorefrigeration8 to name a few. The best performing luminescent MOF materials rely on the emission of trivalent lanthanide ions, Ln^{3+}, which arise from intraconfigurational 4f–4f-transitions. This is advantageous as it leads to high color purity. At the same time, the transitions are forbidden, leading to low absorption coefficients and, thus, direct excitation of the Ln^{3+} ions is very inefficient.9 However, employing a suitable linker system that can participate in luminescence sensitization can improve the materials through efficient light absorption by the linker and subsequent electronic energy transfer to the emissive Ln^{3+} ion. Often this sensitization process is referred to as the “antenna effect”.10

A number of factors influence the efficiency of ligand-to-metal energy transfer such as the intersystem crossing efficiency of the sensitizer, the location of the ligand triplet state through which sensitization occurs with respect to the emitting state of the lanthanide ion, the spectral overlap, potential charge transfer states and the donor–acceptor distance.11 Achieving high efficiency of ligand-to-metal energy transfer, hence, requires careful selection or design of suitable organic linkers including appropriate configuration and energy levels and coordination modes for the respective Ln^{3+} ion to support an efficient luminescence sensitization. A variety of luminescent MOFs have been prepared using these guidelines.9 During these studies it has been realized that the luminescent properties such as the lifetime and quantum yield are influenced by the employed synthetic protocols, especially when non-conventional approaches like mechanochemical reactions are used.12–14 Experience tells that mechanochemical synthesis leads to materials with unusual morphologies, small particle sizes and low crystallinity, and hence affects the emission and quantum yields which are sensitive to structural defects and impurity doping.15

Recently, MIL-78 type frameworks were synthesized by our group by using a simple, solvent-free mechanochemical approach.16,17 Advantages of this method include, but are not limited to the high conversion rates, simplicity of the experimental set up, exclusion of solvents and reasonably good scalability.18–20 Therefore, here we
have adopted the mechanochemical approach for the preparation of metal–organic polymer structures, \( \text{[Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3} \text{H}_{2}\text{O})_{4} \) with \( \text{Ln} = \text{Sm, Eu, and Tb} \), containing benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate (1,4-BDC) as a linker, and investigate the optical and magnetic properties of the as-synthesized compounds.

### Results and discussion

The solid-state mechanochemical reactions between \( \text{Ln}_2\text{(CO}_3\text{)}_3\cdot \text{xH}_2\text{O} \) and BDC (benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate) are typically complete after 2 h of milling with a 100% yield. The completion of reactions is judged by the absence of characteristic Bragg peaks from either of the precursors or any other crystalline intermediates (Fig. 1). This is a clear advantage over the classical hydrothermal synthesis of metal–organic polymer structures, \( \text{[Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3} \text{H}_{2}\text{O})_{4} \) \( \text{(Ln = Sm, Eu, Tb)} \).

Rietveld refinement using the FULLPROF program of the XRD patterns confirm that, the as-synthesized MOFs are isostructural with \( \text{Tb}_2\text{(1,4-BDC})_3\text{(H}_2\text{O})_4 \) \( \text{(S1 in ESI†)} \). In all cases, satisfactory structural refinement was obtained based on the overall refined composition of \( \text{[Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3} \text{H}_{2}\text{O})_{4} \). The number of water molecules in the lattice was independently confirmed by TG as described below.

The refined cell volumes range from 603.31(9) Å\(^3\) for \( \text{Tb}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3}\text{(H}_2\text{O})_4 \) to 607.0(1) Å\(^3\) for \( \text{Sm}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3}\text{(H}_2\text{O})_4 \) and the refined lattice constants are in excellent agreement with the changing ionic radius of the incorporated \( \text{Ln}^{3+} \) ions (ionic radii: \( \text{Tb}^{3+} = 92.3 \text{ pm, Eu}^{3+} = 94.7 \text{ pm, Sm}^{3+} = 95.8 \text{ pm} \) (Table 1).22

TG-DSC analyses of the as-prepared \( \text{[Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3} \text{H}_{2}\text{O})_{4} \) MOFs display a two-step weight loss between room temperature and 1000 °C (Fig. 2). The first loss occurs at 100–215 °C. The weight losses are 8.4% (≈4.1 eq. H\(_2\)O per f.u.) for Eu, 8.7% (≈4.2 eq. H\(_2\)O per f.u.) for Tb, and 8% (≈3.9 eq. H\(_2\)O per f.u.) for the Sm-containing MOF, which can be assigned to the dehydration of the as-synthesized samples. For all three samples, the second weight loss is observed at ≈500 °C, which is caused by the thermal decomposition of \( \text{[Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3} \text{H}_{2}\text{O})_{4} \), resulting in the formation of the respective lanthanide oxides.23 This is in line with the results of previously reported thermal analysis of \( \text{Tb}_2\text{(BDC})_3\text{(H}_2\text{O})_4 \) and \( \text{Er}_2\text{(BDC})_3\text{(H}_2\text{O})_4 \).24 No signals corresponding to the thermal events for benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid and/or carbonates can be seen, indicating complete consumption of the starting materials during the mechanochemical syntheses.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were performed to examine the surface elemental composition and the oxidation state of each element in the mechanochemically synthesized \( \text{[Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3} \text{H}_{2}\text{O})_4 \). The XPS survey spectra for the different \( \text{[Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3} \text{H}_{2}\text{O})_4 \) materials are shown in Fig. 3, where all peaks corresponding to the characteristic electronic transitions of Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, O, and C are visible. Furthermore, XPS core level spectra of Eu-3d, Tb-3d, and Sm-3d regions are illustrated in Fig. 3. The XPS spectrum of \( \text{[Eu}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5} \text{BDC})_{3} \text{H}_{2}\text{O})_4 \) features two prominent peaks with binding energies of 1164.9 eV (Eu\(^{3+} \) 3d\(_{3/2}\)) and 1135.1 eV (Eu\(^{3+} \) 3d\(_{5/2}\)) together with three small satellites that occur at 1155.7 eV (Eu\(^{2+} \) 3d\(_{3/2}\)), 1125 eV (Eu\(^{2+} \) 3d\(_{5/2}\)) and 1121 eV (Eu\(^{2+} \) 3d\(_{5/2}\)). The appearance of Eu\(^{2+} \) is related to the reduction of Eu\(^{3+} \) to Eu\(^{2+} \) as a result of the charge compensation procedure during profiling under the experimental conditions.
XPS conditions which is not unusual to notice for Eu(m) compounds.$^{25,26}$ The XPS spectrum of the core levels in the Tb-3d region of (Tb$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$ displays two peaks at 1242.8 eV (Tb$^{3+}$ 3d$_{5/2}$) and 1277 eV (Tb$^{3+}$ 3d$_{3/2}$). Moreover, a satellite peak at 1250.8 eV was detected, which is ascribed to the existence of Tb$^{4+}$ traces owing to oxidation of Tb$^{3+}$ to Tb$^{4+}$ during the measurement, which has been observed for other Tb$^{3+}$ compounds under similar measurement conditions before.$^{27}$ The XPS spectrum of (Sm$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$ shows two peaks centered at 1083.5 eV and 1111 eV. These peaks originate from Sm$^{3+}$ 3d$_{5/2}$ and Sm$^{3+}$ 3d$_{3/2}$ levels.

Electron microscopy reveals that the as-synthesized samples are composed of irregularly shaped and mostly aggregated particles (Fig. 4). A few particles ranging between 50–100 nm were selected for elemental mapping using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in order to ascertain the homogeneity of metal atoms in the heteronuclear complex compounds. Results are shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2. Element specific (Ln and Gd) images obtained from the same area are shown in two central columns and their combined color-composites are on the extreme right. The images clearly show a homogeneous distribution of metal atoms down to a few nanometers length scale, and shows no sign of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Wt%</th>
<th>At%</th>
<th>Error%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gd/Sm</td>
<td>55.18/44.82</td>
<td>54.07/45.93</td>
<td>5.58/4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd/Eu</td>
<td>52.79/47.21</td>
<td>51.93/48.07</td>
<td>5.33/4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd/Tb</td>
<td>51.19/48.81</td>
<td>50.92/49.08</td>
<td>5.15/4.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
clustering or agglomeration of metal centres. These results demonstrate that mechanochemical methods can be effectively utilized to synthesize high quality luminescent MOFs where atomic level control, both chemistry and concentration, of utilized centres are necessary to tailor and optimize quantum yields. As expected, the atomic ratios of Gd and respective lanthanide ions are close to 1:1.

Fig. 5 shows infrared (IR) spectra of \( (\text{Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) along with that of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid for comparison. Notably, the IR spectra of the three \( (\text{Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) samples are practically indistinguishable and confirm the formation of isostructural compounds. The absence of bands characteristic of the free acid i.e. the band at 1672 cm\(^{-1}\) which originates from the \( \nu_{\text{C}=\text{O}} \) stretching band of COOH groups, the very broad O–H stretching band in the region between 2200 and 3200 cm\(^{-1}\), and a band at around 1282 cm\(^{-1}\) which belongs to the bending vibration of carboxylic acid (\( \delta_{\text{O}=\text{H}} \)), as well as the band at about 920 cm\(^{-1}\) attributable to OH out of plane bending in the IR spectra of \( (\text{Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) prove the complete deprotonation of COOH groups and the coordination of COO\(^{-}\) to Ln\(^{3+}\). Also, the signals corresponding to the starting metal carbonates (\( \nu_{\text{C}=\text{O}} \) between 1500 and 300 cm\(^{-1}\)) cannot be observed in the spectra of the final products. The bands in the range between 1501 and 1588 cm\(^{-1}\) and at 1386 cm\(^{-1}\) can be ascribed to asymmetric (\( \nu_a \)) and symmetric (\( \nu_s \)) stretching vibrations of \(-\text{COO}^{-}\), respectively. The broad band centered at 3450 cm\(^{-1}\) corresponds to OH stretch of structural water molecule.

The UV-Vis absorption spectra of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid and as-synthesized \( (\text{Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) complexes (see ESI,† Fig. S2) were measured in the solid-state at room temperature. The absorption spectra of \( (\text{Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) and \( \text{Ln}_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) are clearly dominated by features similar to those of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid with bands occurring at 250 and 315 nm attributable to ligand centered and \( \pi\text{-}\pi^* \) transitions, respectively. However, a bathochromic (red-) shift can be noticed between the transitions of the free acid and the coordination polymer, especially for the \( \pi\text{-}\pi^* \) transitions, which underpins that BDC\(^2-\) is coordinating to the Ln\(^{3+}\) ions in the corresponding complexes.

The luminescent properties of the compounds were investigated at room temperature. Excitation spectra of \( (\text{Ln}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) monitored at 616, 545, and 645 nm corresponding to the characteristic intense \( ^{6}G_{5/2}\rightarrow^{8}H_{22}, ^{5}D_{0}\rightarrow^{7}F_2 \) and \( ^{7}D_{2}\rightarrow^{7}F_5 \) transitions for Sm\(^{3+}\), Eu\(^{3+}\) and Tb\(^{3+}\) are shown in Fig. 6. All recorded excitation spectra are dominated by a high intensity broad band between 240 nm to 323 nm corresponding to the \( \pi\text{-}\pi^* \) and \( \pi\text{-}\pi^* \) transitions of the ligand similar to the characteristic absorption spectra of the corresponding samples (ESI,† Fig. S2). In the excitation spectrum of \( (\text{Sm}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) bands, which belong to the intraconfigurational 4f–4f transitions of Sm\(^{3+}\) can be detected, albeit with much weaker relative intensity. The most intense band centered at 405 nm originates from the \( ^{6}H_{5/2}\rightarrow^{4}F_{7/2} \) transition of the Sm\(^{3+}\) ion. For \( (\text{Eu}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) in addition to the broad absorption band, several low intensity narrow bands between 350 nm and 475 nm can be observed which can be assigned to the characteristic intraconfigurational 4f–4f transitions of Eu\(^{3+}\). The most intense bands are observed for the \( ^{7}F_{0}\rightarrow^{5}L_{6} \) (394 nm) and \( ^{7}F_{0}\rightarrow^{5}D_{2} \) transitions (465 nm). The excitation spectrum of \( (\text{Tb}_{0.5}\text{Gd}_{0.5})_2(\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4 \) is clearly dominated by ligand-centered transitions and the characteristic transition for Tb\(^{3+}\) are barely visible. At 487 nm the \( ^{7}F_{0}\rightarrow^{5}D_{2} \) transition can be weakly seen. Below 380 nm the transitions from \( ^{7}F_{6} \) to the \( ^{5}L_2 \) and \( ^{5}G_5 \) manifolds are barely visible. The comparatively weak intensities of the intraconfigurational f–f transitions of the Ln\(^{3+}\) ions compared to the ligand-centered transitions in the excitation spectra indicates that BDC\(^2-\) can transfer energy to the Ln\(^{3+}\) ions as the indirect excitation of the Ln\(^{3+}\) ions through ligand is more effective than the direct excitation of Ln\(^{3+}\) ions, hence, BDC\(^2-\) appears to be suitable as a sensitizer (antenna) for Ln\(^{3+}\). A schematic
energy level diagram showing intramolecular energy transfer processes is presented in Fig. S3 (ESI†). The emission spectrum of (Sm 0.5 Gd 0.5)2(BDC)3(H2O)4 reveals the characteristic bands for the Sm 3+ ion at 562, 598, 645 and 709 nm corresponding to the 4G5/2–6H5/2 transitions (J = 5/2, 7/2, 9/2, 11/2) when excited at 315 nm (Fig. 7). The 4G7/2–6H7/2 and 4G9/2–6H9/2 transitions are most prominent bands and they are responsible for the orange-red colour of emission. The hypersensitive electric dipole 4G5/2–6H9/2 transition is sensitive to the symmetry of coordination environment, while the magnetic dipole 4G5/2–6H9/2 transition is insensitive to the coordination environment of the Sm 3+ ion. It is clearly seen from Fig. 7 that the 4G5/2–6H9/2 transition is more intense than the 4G5/2–6H5/2 transition. This is in agreement with the fact that the Sm 3+ ions are located at a non-centrosymmetric site.34

Upon excitation at 320 nm, the (Eu 0.5 Gd 0.5)2(BDC)3(H2O)4 emission spectrum reveals the characteristic Eu 3+ luminescence originating from the 5D0–7F0 (J = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) transitions (Fig. 8). Based on the selection rules of the electric dipole transition, the existence of a single 5D0–7F0 transition at 580 nm informs that the Eu 3+ ions occupy a site without inversion symmetry, in agreement with the crystal structure. The weak band at 590 nm (5D0–7F1) belongs to a magnetic dipole transition, which is independent of the coordination and local environment of the Eu 3+ ion. The relative emission intensity of 5D0–7F3 transition is much higher than the 5D0–7F1 transition confirming the presence of low symmetry without centre of inversion around the Eu 3+ ions. Furthermore, the hypersensitive electric dipole 5D0–7F3 transition centered on 616 nm is the strongest band. This band is dependent on the local environment around Eu 3+ ions and is responsible for the red emission. The asymmetry ratio (I) of (5D0–7F3) to (5D0–7F1) was estimated to be 5.08 for (Eu 0.5 Gd 0.5)2(BDC)3(H2O)4. No emission band from ligand centered transition could be observed in the emission spectra of either of the Eu 3+ based complex indicating an efficient operative intramolecular energy transfer from the BDC 2− ligand to Eu 3+ ions.

For (Tb 0.5 Gd 0.5)2(BDC)3(H2O)4, under excitation at 323 nm, the typical narrow emission bands of Tb 3+ ions arising from 5D4–7F0 (J = 0–6) transitions at 488 (5D4–7F6), 545 (5D4–7F5), 587 (5D4–7F4), 623 (5D4–7F3), 651 (5D4–7F2), 669 (5D4–7F1), and 681 nm (5D4–7F0) can be seen (Fig. 9).33 The hypersensitive 5D4–7F5 transition is the most intense band and gives a rise to the green emission for both Tb-based MOFs. The splitting observed in this band confirms the low site symmetry around Tb 3+ ions.

The CIE chromaticity coordinates (x, y) of the mechanochemically synthesized (Ln 0.5 Gd 0.5)2(BDC)3(H2O)4 samples calculated from corresponding emission spectra are listed in Table 3. As shown in Fig. 10, the colour coordinates of compounds are located in the orange-red for (Sm 0.5 Gd 0.5)2(BDC)3(H2O)4, the red region for (Eu 0.5 Gd 0.5)2(BDC)3(H2O)4 and in the green for (Tb 0.5 Gd 0.5)2(BDC)3(H2O)4. These values are very close to the reported data by the National Television System committee (NTSC) for primary red (0.630, 0.340) and primary green (0.310, 0.595)
whilst the curves for \((\text{Ln} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) \(\text{Ln} = \text{Eu}, \, \text{Tb}\) are measured by monitoring the decay pattern of the \(\text{Eu}^{3+}\) and \(\text{Tb}^{3+}\) ions. In contrast, the decay pattern of the \(\text{Sm}^{3+}\) ions in bulk \(\text{Sm}^{3+}\) \((\text{Sm} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) a small contribution of a second, fast decaying species.

The emission quantum yields of the mechanochemically prepared \((\text{Ln} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) samples were measured in the solid-state by using integrating sphere at room temperature under the excitation wavelength of 323 nm. The recorded values of quantum yields are around 2.4% for \((\text{Eu} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\), 22% for \((\text{Tb} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\), and 0.1% for \((\text{Sm} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) (Table 3).

Fig. 11 shows the temperature dependent dc-magnetic susceptibility for all the three samples measured in two different fields: 100 Oe and 1 kOe using two protocols namely ZFC, in zero magnetic field. In the case of the \(\text{Sm}^{3+}\) based compound, the short lifetime and the nearly complete deactivation is favoured. Fig. 12 shows the temperature dependent dc-magnetic susceptibility for all the three samples measured in two different fields: 100 Oe and 1 kOe using two protocols namely ZFC, in zero magnetic field.

### Table 3: The CIE chromaticity coordinates \((x, y)\), lifetimes, and quantum yields for \((\text{Ln} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) \(\text{Ln} = \text{Eu}, \, \text{Tb}, \, \text{Sm}\) complexes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>CIE coordinates ((x, y))</th>
<th>Lifetime (\tau) (ms)</th>
<th>Quantum yield (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>((\text{Sm} , 0.5\text{Gd} , 0.5), _2, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4)</td>
<td>0.539, 0.341</td>
<td>0.062, 0.006</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\text{Eu} , 0.5\text{Gd} , 0.5), _2, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4)</td>
<td>0.659, 0.336</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>((\text{Tb} , 0.5\text{Gd} , 0.5), _2, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4)</td>
<td>0.322, 0.596</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 10](image1.png)  
**Fig. 10** 1931 CIE chromaticity diagram of \((\text{Sm} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) (3), \((\text{Eu} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) (1) and \((\text{Tb} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) (2).
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**Fig. 11** Room-temperature luminescence decay curves of \((\text{Ln} \, 0.5\text{Gd} \, 0.5)\, _2\, (\text{BDC})_3(\text{H}_2\text{O})_4\) \(\text{Ln} = \text{Sm}, \, \text{Eu}, \, \text{Tb}\).
and FC in which samples were cooled down to 5 K in the presence of magnetic field. Magnetic data were recorded during heating cycles for each protocol. The dc-susceptibility was calculated as $\chi = M/H$. For all the samples, $\chi(T)$ increases continuously with decreasing temperature and shows the same trend irrespective of measurement protocols and magnetic field which indicate absence of any thermomagnetic irreversibility typically seen in materials with long-range magnetic ordering. Similar $M$ vs. $T$ behavior was also seen in the mechanochemically synthesized lanthanide MOFs with MIL-78 structure. The paramagnetic behavior of the samples were further verified by linear $\chi^{-1}$ vs. $T$ curves passing through $T = 0$ K in accordance with Curie–Weiss law (see insets in Fig. 12a–c). The effective magnetic moments, $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ for the samples as mentioned in insets were calculated from the slope of $\chi^{-1}$ vs. $T$ plots. For (La$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)-BDC MOF with Ln = Sm and Tb, the experimental $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ (8.37 and 12.28 $\mu_B$ per f.u. respectively) are very close to the theoretical values (7.99 and 12.56 $\mu_B$ per f.u.), considering 3+ oxidation states for Ln atoms. However, for Ln = Eu, the value is slightly higher than the theoretical (10.06 vs. 7.94 $\mu_B$ per f.u.). This is not surprising because even for Eu$^{3+}$ the experimentally obtained $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ is often reported to be much higher compared to its theoretical value of 0 $\mu_B$. A comparison of experimental and theoretical values of $\mu_{\text{eff}}$ for four relevant lanthanide atoms are shown in Fig. S4 in ESI.

**Conclusions**

In summary, three new coordination polymers have been successfully synthesized from lanthanide carbonates and benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid by solvent-free mechanochemistry. Powder X-ray diffraction measurements confirmed that the compounds are isostructural with Tb$_2$(1,4-BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$. The luminescent properties of [Ln$_2$(Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$] $\text{Ln} = \text{Eu, Sm, Tb}$ were investigated in the solid-state at room temperature. The absence of any emission from ligand in the emission spectra demonstrates the utility of BDC$^{2-}$ ligand as a good sensitizer. This can be explained from the position of the ligand $T$-level with respect to the emitting Ln$^{3+}$ ions levels. The observed lifetimes range from 0.811 ms for (Tb$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$ and 0.287 ms for [(Eu$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$] to 0.006 ms for [Sm$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$]$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$ and the quantum yields vary from 22% for (Tb$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$ to 0.1% for (Sm$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$ to. The superior luminescent properties of (Tb$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$ complex can be ascribed to the suitable energy gap between the lowest triplet energy level of BDC$^{2-}$ ligand with the emissive level of Tb$^{3+}$ which allows for the most efficient ligand-to-metal energy transfer. No long-range magnetic ordering is observed in any of the as-synthesized (La$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$ MOFs. The results presented here demonstrate that solvent-free mechanochemical synthesis is well suited for synthesis of not only single metal MOFs but also for the synthesis of solid-solutions of two or perhaps more than two lanthanide elements. This opens up an opportunity to tailor the composition and precisely control the dopant concentrations in the luminescent materials that is highly critical for their optimal performance.

**Experimental**

**Materials**

Precursors Eu$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$·4H$_2$O, Gd$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$·4H$_2$O, Sm$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$·4H$_2$O, Tb$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$·6H$_2$O, and benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid (terephthalic acid, C$_8$H$_4$(COOH)$_2$) were purchased from Alfa Aesar and were used without further purification.

**Synthesis of (Ln$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$(1,4-BDC)$_3$(H$_2$O)$_4$**

(La$_{0.5}$Gd$_{0.5}$)$_2$-BDC MOFs were prepared by mechanochemical reaction of mixtures of benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid with the respective rare-earth carbonate hydrates Ln$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$·xH$_2$O (Ln = Sm, Eu, Tb) and Gd$_2$(CO$_3$)$_3$·4H$_2$O taken in the stoichiometric mixture was placed into a ~65 ml hardened steel container together with two 12.7 mm and four 6.35 mm grinding stainless steel balls (ball-to-sample ratio close to 18 : 1) and ball-milled in a SPEX 8000M shaker mill for up to 2 h. All milling experiments were performed under argon atmosphere.

**Characterization**

**Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD).** The XRD measurements were carried out on a PANalytical X’PERT powder diffractometer with an Xcelerator detector employing Cu-Kα1 radiation.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The TGA and DSC data were collected at a heating rate of 10 °C min⁻¹ in alumina crucibles from room temperature to 1000 °C using a Netzsch STA449 F1 Jupiter.

X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS). The XPS measurements were performed in a stainless-steel ultrahigh vacuum chamber (PerkinElmer, model 5500, base pressure <10⁻¹⁰ mbar). XPS data were acquired on a physical electronic 5500 multi-technique system with standard aluminium source. The analysis spot size was 1 × 1 mm². Samples were mounted on a double sided Scotch tape. The binding energies in the XPS spectra are calibrated against the C-1s signal (284.8 eV) corresponding to adventitious physisorbed carbon dioxide.

IR spectroscopy. Attenuated total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy was carried out on an Alpha ATR spectrometer equipped with a diamond crystal (Bruker, Karlsruhe, D). Solid samples were pressed on the crystal with diamond surface to ensure contact.

UV-Vis spectroscopy. UV-Vis spectra were measured at room temperature on a Cary 5000 spectrometer (Varian, Palo Alto, US) in reflection mode.

Fluorescence spectroscopy. Excitation and emission spectra were measured at room temperature on a HORIBA Jobin Yvon Fluorolog 3-222 spectrophotometer, using a 450 W xenon arc lamp and a R928P PMT detector. The decay curve measurements were obtained by using the same instrument using a xenon flash lamp for excitation.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM). TEM imaging was performed on a FEI Titan Themis 300 probe-corrected scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), under an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Samples were ground to fine powders, dispersed in ethanol, and drop-casted on a Cu TEM grid. High-angle-annular-dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF) images were recorded with a collection angle of 99–200 mrad. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was collected using a Super-X EDX detector.
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